YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

He knew what he was talking about all the time.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

The instructor has to realize more that even though he knows what he's doing, the rest of us don't.

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

N. The second test and

he is good at explaining.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Other comments?

Intimidating.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

Instructor held my attention and talked loud.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Nothing.

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

I enjoyed the class a lot. Ryan was very helpful to me and was very flexible and made time to meet with me.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

N/A

Other comments?

His notes were generally easier to understand. Maybe take 5 minutes at the beginning of every class to review.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

High energy environment in class

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Ryan goes too fast sometimes and speeds through important material

Other comments?

None
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

Very good at explaining concepts simply. He never made it sound like it was difficult, and after his logic was very easy to follow.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Cool your jets, Bryan. No one loves math as much as you, and as such not everyone will be eager to participate and/or do homework.

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

Good teacher.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Needs to communicate with professor better. I believe this may actually be professor's fault.

Other comments?
Your comments are valued

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

Ryan is easy to understand and is very thorough in his explanations. Ryan also dedicated time outside of class which really helped.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

A brief overview of notes from Ryan would be nice at the beginning of the class.

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

One of the best things was how willing Ryan was to give you the extra help needed as long as you put the effort out as well.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Other comments?

Great Job
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

He is a funny guy and made the subject material easier to understand.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

N/A

Other comments?

N/A
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

I liked the instructor was knowledgeable AND knew how to articulate the course material.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

I think the communication between TA and instructor could improve.

Other comments?

None
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

He went through the class himself so he had a better idea of what sections would be more difficult for us and could spend more time on them.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Organization of writing on the board could be a little more clear (and hand writing).

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

Cool

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

Ryan created a very fun, relaxed learning environment. He taught in such a way I could understand.

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

No suggestions. I enjoy Ryan as a teaching assistant.

Other comments?

I feel as if I am now prepared for Calc III thanks to Ryan.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

- Made sure we asked questions
- Made sure we understood if we asked a question

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

- I wish he also did some problems or told us what we exactly had to remember

Other comments?
YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Please write comments about your instructor and this course below. Your comments will be typed and they will be returned to your instructor after final grades have been assigned.

What are the best things about this class and your instructor?

he helped us review material taught in lectures

What things need improvement? Any suggestions?

he could work on his hand writing. its hard to read most of the time.

Other comments?